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Abstract: This research study attempts to examine the determinants of the capital structure of the listed non-financial
firms from PSX for the time period between 2004-2020. Using panel regression analysis, the study confirms that both
industry and firm-specific factors significantly influence the capital structure decisions of the selected firms. The
findings of our study confirm that several firm-specific variables differ across industrial sectors, although prior research
has found that these variables have a similar influence. Our research also shows the significant impact of industryspecific characteristics on the capital structure of Pakistani firms as significant coefficients report significant industry
effects. Our study examines the impact of eight explanatory variables on the leverage ratio. Among four industryspecific variables, three significantly explained the variation in leverage ratio and all four firm-specific variables
significantly explained the variation in the leverage ratio. The study findings support implications of trade-off theory
based on tangibility factor, while growth factor supports the implications of agency theory. Similarly, the size factor
confirms the prophecy of the tradeoff theory and Tobin Q and M/B ratio support the implications of agency theory.
Keywords: Capital Structure, Size, Growth, Tobin q, Tangibility, M/B ratio, Leverage, Price to Earning (P/E) Ratio.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Modigliani and Miller's foundational work (1958) is the cornerstone of capital structure theory, leading to
the conclusion that financial leverage does not impact company market value and hence equity and debt as
a perfect alternative are largely accepted. Several theories have been developed to examine the various
determiners of the financial structure of the firm, such as the static trade-off and pecking order theories
(Fama and French, 2002; Frank and Goyal, 2003; Kayhan and Titman, 2007; Delcoure 2007), cost of
agency issues (Jensen, 1984) and equity market returns (Bie and Haan 2007; Jenter, 2005 and Welch,
2004). The capital structure of a business is not only affected by firm-specific variables but also countryspecific factors, according to empirical studies of (Bancel and Mittoo, 2004; De Jong et al., 2008). The
variations in capital structure across firms from the same nation are often explained by firm-specific
characteristics. When comparing capital structure choices of businesses in different countries, studies across
various continents use firm and country-specific factors to explain capital structure variations. These
empirical studies corroborate that variables unique to firms as well as countries had considerable
explanatory power in the formation of the capital structure decisions.
In the determination of the capital structure, numerous studies synthesize firm-specific factors as
the core exigent in the specific market context. Whereas many research scholars debate in this context
revering these factors do not influence debts to equity but those of industry-specific factors do (Ahsan,
Wang, Qureshi, Bancel & Mittoo, 2004; De Jong, Kabir, & Nguyen, 2008). The sentiments of these
opponents are against the agency, trade-off, and pecking order theory since according to these theories firmspecific variables play an important role in determining the capital structure for any company. Furthermore,
according to the theoretical review, results can either be constructive or non-constructive of a firm’s specific
determinants. Many studies observed various factors stipulating the underlying determinants of capital
structure across industries and countries. The main factors discovered at the firm level are opportunities for
growth, risk, firm size, earning of the firm, and its tangible assets. According to the agency theory there
exists a negative or inverse relationship among debt structure and growth opportunities of the firm, but
according to the pecking-order theory there exists a positive relationship between both. Authors of agency
theory give their arguments, to support the negative relationship between debt structure and growth
opportunities. According to Stulz, (1990), when a firm performs well and when it is in the growth stage
then shareholders less focus on debt, and that debt is reserved for investment problems in the firms.
Accordingly, various research studies in core findings discover that the industry-specific factors had
a significant impact on the leverage of the firms and even on financial distress. Booth, Aivazian, &
Demirguc-kunt, Psillaki & Daskalakis, (2009); Li & Islam, (2019); Fan, Titman, & Twite, (2012) and
Moosa & Li, (2012). While Mackay and Phillips, (2005) position their arguments in this context that firmspecific factors are different for every company therefore industrial system, competition, and business
atmosphere are important elements of capital structure. It's a mere fact that a lot of developed and
developing market-based research have examined capital structure determinants, but the relevance of
industry-specific variables has been largely ignored. Even firm-specific factors influencing the capital
structure in the contextual setting of Pakistan is yet to be extensively explored. By studying the significance
of industry-specific and firm-specific factors on capital structure decisions, this research study aims to
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explain the capital structure decisions of Pakistani businesses using a large and comprehensive dataset. For
example, Psillaki and Daskalakis (2009) and Fan et al. (2012) assume that industry-specific variables had the
same influence on leverage decisions across businesses within a nation (Booth et al., 2001). But we suggest
that the influence of industry-specific elements differs in terms of signs, magnitudes, and importance since
industry factors, such as business climate, industry laws, and competitiveness are essential for companies'
capital structure decisions in line with (Mackay and Phillips, 2005).
Empirical studies across various regions and countries largely emphasize the significance of firm,
industry and macro-economic factors that influenced the capital structure decisions in the different
corporate and legal environments. In the determination of the impact of industry-specific factors on the
capital structure of a company, numerous studies followed the concept of De Jong et al., (2008). According
to the idea of De Jong et al., (2008), the purpose of this study is to determine the impact of industry-specific
factors (directly or indirectly) on the capital structure of the firm. Our study also explores other variables or
factors entailing market risk and average industry growth which affect the capital structure of the company.
Therefore, the capital structure of the firm is affected by the firm’s specific factors. According to this study,
firm size is only the main factor that affects capital structure significantly. While probability, tangibility and
M/B do not significantly affect the structure of debt to equity.
Based on the insight of the empirical studies emphasizing the significance of both industry and
firm-specific determinants of the corporate capital structure. Our research study examines the effect of both
industry specific as well as the firm’s specific determinants on the leverage of the firm including short-term
and long-term leverage. In case of including more leverage in the capital structure for the hunt of rapid
growth exposes the firm toward bankruptcy and financial distress. Therefore, it is necessary to understand
the firm and industry-specific factors to develop a capital structure that has an appropriate proportion of
debt and equity by keeping the firm safe against the exposure of higher financial risk. This research study
assists the decision-makers and analysts in selecting the best optimal capital structure by keeping in view the
changes or fluctuations across the firm and industry-specific factors and their impact on risk-return
exposure of the underlying firms.
The rest of the research paper is structured as follows; the next section comprehensively elaborates
the review of earlier empirical studies. The third section deliberates the research design and methodology,
the fourth section evaluate and compare the empirical findings of the study. The final and last section
conclude the paper with significant implications.

REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES
The studies on the determining factors of the corporate capital structure were intensively explored in the
various markets including the USA by (Baker and Wurgler, 2002; Flannery and Rangan, 2006;
Hovakimian, 2006; Kayhan and Titman, 2007; Leary and Roberts, 2005; Welch, 2004), Great Britain by
(Bevan and Danbolt, 2002, 2004; Marsh, 1982) and others (Bie and Haan 2007 and Akhtar, 2005).
According to this prior research, corporate capital structure decisions are affected by a variety of factors,
including firm-specific characteristics like profitability, size and growth, country-specific, industry-specific as
well as macroeconomic conditions (Frank and Goyal, 2009).
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In the core of the capital structure arena, a limited number of competing but not mutually
exclusive theories underlie the creation of capital formation, including the trade-off theory and pecking
order theory, as well as concerns of agency costs, asymmetric information, market timing and transaction
costs (Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Myers, 1984; Baker and Wurgler, 2002; Oliver, 2005). It is based on a
trade-off between the costs and benefits of borrowing that a business determines its target debt level.
Businesses grow their debt levels until the marginal tax benefits of further borrowing are offset by a rise in
financial bankruptcy costs, according to the underlying theatrical context. Deduced from this, bankruptcy
costs are inversely correlated with the leverage ratio. Because of this, asset tangibility should be positively
connected to leverage (Titman and Wessels, 1988; Rajan and Zingales, 1995; Frank and Goyal, 2009).
Smaller businesses have a higher risk of insolvency because they have less access to financial resources and
less flexibility in redeploying assets. Agency theory implies that businesses with high leverage are unwilling
to invest, resulting in a wealth shift from debt holders to stockholders Consequently, lenders demand
collateral since secured debt can mitigate this risk. Due to this hypothesis, companies without collateral
must pay higher interest rates on their loans or issue stock instead Scott, (1977); Baker and Wurgler (2002);
Islam and Khandaker, (2015). Size and tangibility are also predicted to have a beneficial influence on
leverage since large businesses are less likely to experience financial difficulties.
Even though the trade-off theory continues to be the most widely accepted theory of capital
structure, it is unable to explain observed corporate behaviour, such as the stock market's reaction to
leverage-increasing and leverage-decreasing transactions, which consistently lead to stock price ups and
downs. Based on knowledge asymmetry, the Pecking order theory of corporate leverage was developed as an
alternative to the trade-off model Myers and Majluf, (1984).
Empirical research on capital structure decisions in foreign markets is more relevant to our study
too. According to Rajan and Zingales (1995), business size, asset tangibility, firm development, and
profitability explain 19 per cent of the cross-sectional variance in companies' leverage. As a follow-up to
Rajan and Zingales' (1995) study, Wald (1999) examines capital structure decisions made by French,
German, Japanese, United Kingdom (UK), and United States (US) firms as a function of their business size,
risk, investments, non-debt tax shields, and sales growth, the cross-country analysis confirms Rajan and
Zingales' (1995) conclusions. As a result of disparities in tax policies and agency difficulties, as well as
variances in bankruptcy and moral hazard costs and information asymmetries, the author shows that capital
structure options change between nations. These cross countries and regional discrepancies in the practices
untold the significance of industry-specific determinants of capital structure along with firm and countryspecific for businesses and industries to leverage the optimal capital structure strategy.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
In this research study, both industry-specific and firm-specific determinants formed the study variables are
taken to assess the impact on the capital structure of the sample firms. The ultimate sample consist of
twelve (12) non-financial industrial sectors taken from Industry Classification Benchmarked developed by
FTSE and Dow Jones adopted by PSX and 197 firms for the period between 2004-2020. Data of study
variables are taken from Thomson Reuters DataStream, IMF Financials and Annual Financial Reports.
Identified variables are modelled into two groups representing four firm-specific and four industry-specific
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variables, outliers hitting the data are eliminated to produce valid outcomes. A variable representing firmspecific analysis consists of Tobin Q, tangibility, M/B ratio and size, those representing industry-specific are
P/E ratio, GDP contribution, risk and growth rate examined in the studies of Leary and Roberts, (2005);
Akhtar, (2005) and Cassar and Holmes, (2003).
In assessing the industry and firm-specific determinants of capital structure, leverage ratio is
regressed on a set of potential determinants of capital structure. We used to run leverage ratios as a
dependent variable on least squares regression whereas industry-specific and firm-specific determinants as
explanatory variables across the industry on the given data set. Unit root analysis is also applied to
determine whether time series stand stationary or non-stationary in its level. Specifically, the following given
model is applied to test the determinants of capital structure:

𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐼,𝑡 (𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡/𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦)
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑇𝑄𝐼,𝑡 + +𝛽2 𝑇𝐴𝑁𝐺𝐼,𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑀𝐵𝐼,𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛 + 𝛽5 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘𝐼,𝑡 + 𝛽6 𝐺𝑅
𝑁

𝑁

+ 𝛽7 𝑃/𝐸 + 𝛽8 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 𝛽9 ∑

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠_𝐷𝑈𝑀+ 𝛽10 ∑

𝑇=1

𝑇=1

𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟_𝐷𝑈𝑀 + 𝜀𝐼,𝑡

In the process of econometric testing of our main research hypothesis. first, we determine both
firm-specific and industry-specific coefficients across the industry. Specifically, the test was conducted to
check out whether four firm-specific coefficients Tobin Q, tangibility, M/B ratio, size and four industryspecific coefficients of P/E ratio, GDP contribution, risk and growth rate retain the similar value among
industries in the sample along with dummy variables which is the numerical value used in regression
analysis. Our study analysis is similar to De Jong et al., (2008) approach followed by using an unrestricted
regression model where all the coefficients are allowed to differ across the industry over the selected time
period.

Variables and Data Analysis:
The main purpose of this study is to determine firm and industry-specific factors of capital structure by
taking data of non-financial firms across the various industrial group for the time period between 20042020. Various econometric tests were applied consisting of panel regression analysis with the unrestricted
leaner model, descriptive analysis, unit root analysis and pairwise correlation to analyze the effect of
industry and firm-specific factors on the capital structure of non-financial Pakistani firms.
In our study, the dependent variable is 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐼,𝑡 , it is calculated by dividing the total debt over
the total assets. long-term leverage ratios are used rather than short-term leverage ratios to reflect sample
businesses capital structure, as short-term leverage is mostly comprised of trade credits observed in the study
of Titman Wessels, (1988); Booth et al., (2001) and Hall et al., (2004). Whereas independent variables in
this study are M/B ratio refers to the market to book value ratio, tangibility is measured as the net book
value of property, plant and equipment divided over the total assets. TQ refers to Tobin-Q measures the
firm asset relative to firm market value and size is measured as the natural logarithm of total revenues taken
from Lewellen and Badrinath, (1997) and Davidson and Heaney, (2011). P/E is the price to earnings ratio
measured by dividing the market price per share over the earnings per share, GDP contribution is
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determined by dividing the total sales of each specific industry over GDP, the risk is measured through the
beta of each industry, size is measured as the natural logarithm of total revenues and growth rate is
calculated by taking the geometric mean of the sales growth of each industry over the targeted period of
study. Tobin Q, M/B ratio, tangibility, and size are firm-specific while P/E ratio, risk, growth rate, and GDP
contribution are industry-specific factors, empirically examined in the studies of Mackay and Philips, (2005)
and Kima et al., (2016).

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
Our analysis begins with the descriptive statistics, Table-1 below exhibits the mean and median values of the
leverage and both firm and industry-specific factors along with the standard deviation to deliberate the
variation in the values across the sample period. Minimum and Maximum values are also presented to
identify the largest and smallest values in the data set.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for the period of 2004-2017
Variable
Tangibility
Size
Tobin Q
Growth rate
P/E
Risk
GDP contribution
Leverage
M/B

Mean
.416
6.779
.695
1.016
19.386
.298
.0019
.486
1.791

Median
0.253
5.781
0.481
0.937
16.574
.193
0.0011
0.304
1.172

St.Dev.
.224
.635
1.011
25.337
9.447
.157
.0018
.228
4.553

Min
0.004
5.189
0.038
-1.052
10.87
0.004
0.003
0.008
-.138

Max
.943
8.346
9.849
742.196
40.648
.605
.0102
.893
95.898

The findings of the descriptive analysis in Table 1 reports both industry and firm-specific variations
that indicate the significant differences across industries and firms. As exhibited, debt to total assets
representing leverage shows a mean value is 48.6% and median value of 30.4% indicating significant
differences in leverage across industries. Leverage shows the standard deviation of 22% while the maximum
value is 89.3% and the minimum value is 0.8%, these findings related to leverage corroborate that Pakistani
firms use 48% debt in their business while 22% deviation occurs in the usage of debt.
Tangibility shows mean value is 41.6%, the median value of 25.3% and the standard deviation
22.4%, While the maximum value is 94% and the minimum value is 0.4%. As the mean value of tangibility
is less than the mean value of size so it concluded that Pakistani non-financial firms demand less for the
tangibility of the assets. The mean value of size is 6.779 and the standard deviation is 0.635. The maximum
value of size is 8.346 and the smallest value is 5.189. Tobin q indicates a .69 mean value and 1.01 standard
deviation along with 0.03 minimum and 0.695 maximum values. The risk is having a 0.298 mean value and
0.157 standard deviations, while the minimum value is 0.004 and the maximum value is 0.605. The growth
rate shows a mean value of 1.016 and the standard deviation is 25.337. The negative mean value is shown
by the growth rate. GDP contribution shows a mean value of 0.0019 and a standard deviation of 0.0018
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with 0 minimum value and 0.0102 maximum value. The Market-book ratio shows a mean value of 1.791
and a standard deviation of 4.553. Whereas the maximum value is 95.89 and the minimum value is -1.38.
The mostly market-book ratio gives the idea to investors about the market’s stock value. But those firms
who used intangible assets, market to book ratio is not appropriate for them. According to the above
results, risk shows a minimum standard deviation and growth rate shows a maximum standard deviation.

PAIRWISE CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Pairwise correlation among the identified independent variables representing the firm and industry-specific
factors and dependent variables representing capital structure measured by leverage is reported in Table 2
below. The correlation matrix reports that the identified variables had a range of correlation from 0.00 to
0.72.

Table 2: Pairwise correlation Matrix
Variables

Tang

Size

Tobin q

Growth

Tang
Size
Tobin q
Growth

1.000
-.031
-.054
.031

1.000
.216*
-.077*

1.000
-.005

1.000

Risk
GDP
Leverage
M/B

.074*
.054
.119*
.041

.382*
.027
.059*
.186*

.022
-.000
-.204*
.723*

-.064
-.003
.070*
-.009

Risk

1.000
-.035
-.064
.005

GDP

1.000
-.139*
-.025

Leverage

1.000
.118*

M/B

1.000

* shows significance at the .05 level
To determine the relationship among variables pairwise correlation is constructed. The relationship
among identified variables is tested at the significance level of 5%. According to the results, the growth rate
is negative, and Tobin Q is positively related to size. Whereas risk is positively significant with size and
tangibility. Further, leverage is negatively related to GDP contribution and Tobin Q while positively
significant with size, tangibility, growth rate. M/B ratio is significantly related to Tobin Q, leverage and size.
The maximum relationship is shown by Tobin Q and M/B ratio is .723 while no relationship between
Tobin Q and GDP. This extensive range of relationships among the variables indicates the diversity and
combination of factors representing firm and industrial segments that influence the choice of capital
structure decisions.

UNIT ROOT TEST
Our study is based on the panel data set of multiple years with multiple industry-specific and firm-specific
determents forming the capital structure decisions. Both of these factors in the regression model are time
series-based variables and are purported to be non-stationary in their properties (Hill et al., 2008). We
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performed Levin, Lin and Chu tests to figure out whether the selected time series encompasses the unit
root or is stationary in its level. The findings are reported in table 2 below.

Table 3: Unit Root Analysis (Levin, Lin & Chu Test)
Variable Name
Leverage
GDP contribution
Growth rate
M/B
Risk
size
P/E
Tang
Tobin q

Statistic
-3.43921
-5.83651
-9.7198
-5.13312
-3.84234
-6.96971
-7.367
-5.27349
-2.72521

Prob.**
.0003
.000
.000
.000
.0001
.000
.000
.000
.0032

Table-2 display the findings of the Levin, Lin and Chu test, the results of tests reveal that all of the
study variables representing the firm and industry-specific determinants of the capital structure does not
possess the unit root and hence are stationary in its properties that validate the correct application of the
desired regression model on the selected data set.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In determining whether the leverage can be estimated from firm-specific factors, for example, tangibility,
Tobin-Q, size and M/B ratio and industry-specific factors growth rate, P/E ratio, risk and GDP
contribution, the regression model is applied. Each firm-specific coefficient is compared across industries to
see if tangibility, Tobin Q, size and M/B coefficients are the same across industries. Using a non-restricted
regression model that allows all coefficients to vary across sectors, we undertake these tests. We examine if
each of the selected industries has a firm-specific coefficient of the same value. This means that we assume
that all firm-specific coefficients have the same value regardless of industry based on prior research (Booth
et al., 2001; Psillaki and Daskalakis, 2009; Fanet al., 2012). Our analysis also figures out the variation
explained by industry-specific determinants along with firm-specific factors and whether industry-specific or
firm-specific factors contributes more to deciding the capital structure. Findings of the model test are
reported in Table-2 below.
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Table 4: Regression results for the period of 2004-2020
Method: Panel Least Squares
Variable
Tangibility
Tobin Q
Risk
Size
GDP Contribution
Growth rate
M/B
P/E

Coefficient
.129
-.074
.607
.055
-5.094
.043
.012
.882

R-squared

.717

Adjusted R-squared

.734

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

498.658
.000

Std. Error
.050
.010
.070
.024
5.147
.008
.002
.163

t-Statistic
2.588
-7.473
-1.517
2.249
-0.990
5.301
6.015
9.424

Prob.
.010
.000
.000
.025
.323
.000
.000
.000

Findings of the regression model presenting the association between firm-specific and industryspecific factors with leverage are presented in table 4. Among firm-specific factors, tangibility, size and M/B
are positively significantly associated with the leverage while Tobin-q is negatively associated with leverage
and is statistically significant. The results implied that bigger firms are inclined toward more borrowings to
diversify the growth opportunities in the long run. The tangibility of the asset is also an important
determinant and significantly affects the leverage. Leverage and the percentage of tangible assets are
predicted to be positively correlated under trade-off theory. Defensive assets can be used as collateral,
decreasing the creditor risk associated with incurring agency fees. Therefore, a large proportion of physical
assets is predicted to be associated with increased leverage supported by the findings. The value of the firm
is closely related to the leverage, the high fluctuation in the value brings significant variation in the debt
structure of the firms. The proxy representing firm performance i-e Tobin q based on assets reports the
significant negative association with leverage which indicates that profitability of corporate value is
negatively linked with leverage for firms with strong growth opportunities. These findings are in line with
studies of Paulo Esperança, Matias Gama, & Azzim Gulamhussen, (2003); Booth et al., (2001): Cassar &
Holmes, 2003; Hall, Hutchinson, & Michaelas, (2004) and Paulo Esperança et al., (2003). For industryspecific determents, risk, growth rate and P/E ratio significantly impact the borrowing decisions, the
industry with high risk and more growth opportunities tend to employ more debt to diversify investments.
Industry with high P/E ratio are more adoptive toward leverage in financing various projects and
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opportunities and through leverage can significantly influence profitability. GDP growth is negatively
associated with leverage and is insignificant which indicates that economically associated industries are not
or least associated with high leverage and not in favor of obtaining leverage. The findings of the study are
consistent with Gajurel, (2005) and Wahlen et al., (2011).
From the insight of this analysis, we can establish that firm-specific variables have coefficients that
differ across industries Furthermore, the F-statistics suggests that not all firm-specific determinants are equal
for the selected industries in our sample. As a result, studies of capital structure cannot use a single model
for all businesses from all sectors, and industry-specific characteristics, such as risk, growth, family
concentration and GDP growth might vary between industries must be included.

Table 5: Linear Regression (Industrial Dummies)
Leverage
Coef.
St. Err.
Textile
.388
.077
Food
.282
.066
Chem.
.179
.080
Manu
.168
.070
Fuel
.229
.069
Electricity
.171
.077
Coke
.199
.065
Motor
.120
.061
Other. Textile
-.124
.065
Cement
.152
.059
Services
.111
.082
Sugar
-.146
.069
Tang
.172
.042
Size
.199
.035
Tobin q
-.152
.011
Growth rate
.001
.000
Risk
-.119
.056
GDP
.000
.000
M/B
.024
.002
P/E
.003
.018
Constant
.292
.108
Mean dependent var
.486
R-squared
.707
F-test
19.414
Prob > F
0.000
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

t-value
4.55
4.27
2.31
2.13
4.48
2.21
3.05
1.96
-1.90
2.89
1.36
-1.71
4.09
5.40
-13.64
2.30
-2.12
-3.36
11.18
.16
2.69
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p-value
.000
.000
.028
.021
.001
.027
.002
.050
.058
.076
.175
.075
.000
.000
.000
.022
.034
.001
.000
.876
.007

[95% Conf
.193
.152
.019
.029
.191
.019
.071
.000
-.252
.063
-.050
-.272
.089
.098
-.174
-.001
-.229
.000
.020
-.032
.079

Interval]
.500
.412
.297
.386
.450
.323
.327
.240
.004
.368
.272
.006
.254
.262
-.131
.000
-.009
.000
.028
.037
.505

Sig
***
***
**
**
***
**
***
*
*
**
*
***
***
***
**
**
***
***
***
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Table 5 reports the findings of industrial dummies along with their impact on the leverage. Results
of all independent variables are reported in table 4 by taking industry dummies. The proxies representing
size, tangibility, risk, Tobin Q, GDP contribution, P/E ratio, M/B ratio, growth rate are industrial dummies
while leverage is a dependent variable. Tangibility shows a p-value of 0.000 and the coefficient value is
0.172 therefore it is significant. Size shows p-value 0.000 and coefficient value is 0.199 therefore it is found
to be statistically significant. Tobin Q is negatively significant with a p-value =0.000 and a coefficient value
is -0.152. The growth rate also shows a p-value of 0.022 and coefficient value 0.001 so it is significant
(p<0.05). Risk shows p-value 0.034 and coefficient value is -0.119 so it is significant (p <0.05). GDP
contribution shows p-value 0.001 and coefficient 0.000 therefore it is significant as (p<0.01). M/B ratio
shows the coefficient of 0.024 whereas the p-value is 0.000 therefore it is significant (p<0.01). P/E shows a
coefficient of 0.003 whereas the p-value is 0.876 therefore it is insignificant. The textile industry shows a pvalue of 0.000, while the coefficient value is 0.388 and is statistically significant. The food industry shows a
p-value of 0.000 and a coefficient value of 0.282 therefore it shows significant results. The stats of other
industries including manufacturing, chemical, fuel, electricity, coke, automobile, other textiles, cement and
sugar shows significant explanation by industrial dummies in explaining the capital structure position while
only one industry representing service sector found to be insignificant.
In the underlying model, we determine the effects of firm and industry factors on leverage in
Pakistani firms. Tables-4 show findings are largely in support of the hypothesis that both industry and firm
factors significant explain the variation in the capital structure decision. The reported value of R² is 70.7%,
which implies that a large portion of the industry and firm-specific variables can explain the capital
structure of non-financial firms of Pakistan. The outcome of table 4 suggests that there are various firm and
industry-specific variables for example size, tang, Tobin q, growth rate and M/B ratio which affect the
leverage of Pakistani firms. But Tobin q, M/B ratio and tangibility show a significant effect on leverage
among all regressions. Moreover, Tobin q put a significant effect on the leverage ratio, and it acts as a proxy
of firm market performance. Therefore, these results suggest that those firms which have more good market
performance are more expected to raise their debt level. While industry-specific variables do influence the
function of firm-specific capital structure determinants, the choice of leverage ratios is also a factor. Overall
market performance (Tobin's Q) has a substantial positive influence on market-to-book ratio and asset
tangibility, confirming the assumption that businesses in industries with good market performance tend to
be more profitable and have higher asset quality (Frank and Goyal, 2009). The overall findings indicate that
industry-based parameters are considerably involved in the capital structure decisions and these factors also
impact the way firm-specific factors influence the firm's decision to use a capital structure (Frank and Goyal,
2009; Fan et al., 2012).

CONCLUSION
In the determination of the targeted capital structure, pecking order theory, the agency theory, the trade-off
theory, and the market timing theory are some of the capital structure theories that underpin how and what
factors construed the capital structure. Firm-specific variables have influenced the capital structure of
businesses operating in the various economies explored in the earlier empirical studies. More of the market
and country-specific comparative research has been done in recent years, using country-specific
characteristics to explain sample businesses capital structure choices and decisions. In this study, we looked
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at whether industry-specific variables along with key firm-specific variables have a substantial influence on
company capital structure determination or not in the context of Pakistan.
According to the findings of our research study, several company-specific characteristics, such as
firm size, Tobin Q, tangibility, and M/B ratio have a substantial impact on sample businesses capital
structure. Our research study also shows that the association between the leverage ratio of a firm's sample
and firm-specific factors varies by industry. For example, we propose that industry-specific characteristics can
both, directly and indirectly, influence a firm's capital structure decision for the targeted Pakistani
corporates during the period between 2004-2020. When it comes to significant repercussions, our findings
show that the GDP contribution, riskiness and growth rate had a considerable impact on the capital
structure of corporations. In terms of firm-specific effects, our findings show the relevance of Tobin's Q,
tangibility, firm size and M/B as firm-specific drivers of capital structure choice in Pakistan. As a result, the
outcome of only one industry-specific factor is inconsistent and insignificant represented by the P/E ratio.
In addition, businesses operating in economically relevant industries tend to be more leveraged, according
to the research findings. Because of this, we infer that industry-specific variables had a significant role in the
creation of corporate capital structures along with specific firm-specific factors. Our findings had significant
implications for financial managers, decision-makers, investors and others in terms of capital structure
choices and what factors can influence these choices at the firm and industry levels.
A major emphasis of this research, however, is to examine the impact of cross-industry variations
on corporate financial decisions, which may have consequences for the literature on how industry variables
along with specific firm centric variables affect company performance across multiple industries This study,
like many others, focuses on publicly listed corporations, while studies on capital structure drivers of small
businesses and financial sector firms are rare. An in-depth examination of the factors that influence small
business and financial sector firm’s capital structure decisions would therefore considerably enhance the
literature. It is also well established that there is a connection between firm-specific and industry-specific
variables and capital structure. As a result, forthcoming researchers should pay greater attention to
manager/owner-specific factors including age, ethnicity, education and professional history for future
findings.
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